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TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"
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ATTACHMENT 1
(Technical Change)
Description of the Proposed Amendment
Background
The purpose of this Technical Specification amendment is to modify Section 3/4.4 of
Dresden and Quad Cities Station's Technical Specifications to revise the sodium
pentaborate solution concentrations for the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) storage
tanks based on Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) testing. Revised calculations show that
a wider operating band for the SLCS storage tank level is acceptable. The original design
of the SLCS included conservatism due to the uncertainty in various parameters (eg., exact
volumes of water) assumed in the design basis of the SLCS storage tanks. In the time
period since the original construction of the SLCS, previously estimated parameters are
now more readily available and can be more accurately calculated. As a result of these
improvements, the SLCS storage tank level requirements are being modified.

Current Requirements

•

The original minimum net volume of sodium pentaborate solution listed for both Dresden
and Quad Cities was 3470 gallons of solution at a maximum sodium pentaborate
concentration of 13.4%. The ATWS modification changed this requirement to a minimum
net volume of 3329 gallons for Dresden and 3321 gallons for Quad Cities Station of
solution at a minimum concentration of 14.0%. This requirement is stated in Section
3.4.C of the Technical Specifications. Figure 3.4.2 (Figure 3.4-2 for Quad Cities),
"Sodium Penta borate Solution Temperature Requirements," specifies that the solution
temperature must be equal to or greater than that indicated by the curve.

Description and Basis of the Proposed Changes
NRC Information Notice 91-12
NRC Information Notice 91-12, "Potential Loss of Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)
of Standby Liquid Control System Pumps," resulted from a test performed at Quad
Cities Unit 1 on February 11, 1991. The test consisted of operating one pump in
the test mode and recirculating demineralized water to the test tank. The results of
this testing suggested that the SLCS pumps at Quad Cities and Dresden Station
might not have adequate NPSH at the highest allowable tank temperature of 120 °F
and at lowest tank level. Subsequent testing performed at Dresden Unit 2 and
Quad Cities Unit 1 (more closely resembling actual service conditions) showed
adequate NPSH to be available for single or dual pump operation with corresponding
temperature and tank level restrictions enforced.

•

As a result of the aforementioned testing, calculations (August 1991) were performed for
Commonwealth Edison (CECo) to determine more accurate requirements for the minimum
volume of sodium pentaborate solution to be maintained in the SLCS storage tank. As a
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result of these calculations, CECo proposes to modify these parameters within Dresden
and Quad Cities Station's Technical Specifications.
Revised Calculations
The purpose of these changes is to determine the amount of natural boron that must be
injected into the reactor vessel to bring the reactor from full power to a xenon-free, cold
shutdown, 3% t..k/k subcritical condition, assuming no control rod movement, and to
establish a map of acceptable SLCS storage tank levels versus sodium pentaborate
solution concentrations. The calculations show that a wider operating band for the SLCS
storage tank level is acceptable for usage at Dresden and Quad Cities Stations than
currently allowed. The basis for these calculations is the recent availability of more
accurate design information for both Dresden and Quad Cities plant systems directly
associated with SLCS since the original design of the plant.
Safety Analysis of the Proposed Change
Original Design Assumption Changes

•

Sargent & Lundy has recently completed calculations that determine the mass of
water in the Reactor Vessel, the Recirculation piping, and SDC/RHR systems.
Current design bases require a minimum concentration of 600 ppm of boron to
assure the capability to bring the reactor from full power to a cold, xenon free
shutdown. The amount of boron maintained in the SLCS tank is based on original
design specifications for the volume of the reactor vessel and the recirculation
loops. Additionally, a 20% increase in the specified boron concentration (to 720
ppm) was required to conservatively account for dilution by water of then unknown
volume in the connected systems, e.g., shutdown cooling.
Design Inputs/Assumptions
600 ppm of natural boron circulated through the reactor system is necessary to
shutdown the reactors at both Dresden and Quad Cities (3% t..k/k) in the event of
ATWS conditions. GE Services Information Letter (SIL) No. 325 informed utilities
of calculational results that showed 2.6% t.k/k would shutdown a reactor. For the
purpose of CECo's updated calculation, 750 ppm is used to account for imperfect
mixing and potential losses. This conservatism requires a 25% margin to the
minimum requirements that both sites must maintain in order to meet safe
shutdown requirements.

•

The volume of water in the reactor vessel and connected systems was determined
to be 14, 772 ft 3 at Dresden Station. At Quad Cities, the volume of water in the
vessel was determined to be 15,836 ft 3 . The water volumes were assumed
based upon the reactor high water level alarm point. The volumes included the
Reactor Vessel, the recirculation loops, SDC (Dresden)/RHR (Quad Cities) and other
connected piping systems to the first closed isolation valve and a 1 % conservatism.
Examples of such systems include feedwater, core spray, isolation condenser
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(Dresden only), reactor water cleanup (RWCU), and low pressure coolant injection
(LPCI) systems.
The minimum concentration of sodium pentaborate required per the current
Technical Specifications is 14%. This requirement remains unchanged. The ATWS
rule requires an injection rate of 86 gpm of 13% solution. For Dresden and Quad
Cities, the equivalent injection rate is 80 gpm of 14% solution. In addition, the
minimum temperature requirements maintain a ten degree margin above the
saturation temperature for any given concentration. For example, the 78°F
temperature limit is based on a maximum solution concentration of 15.4%. The
saturation temperature is 68 °F for 15.4% solution.
Calculation Results

•

•

The minimum net and gross SLCS storage tank volumes and levels have been
calculated for various maximum storage tank temperatures and sodium pentaborate
concentrations. The results of the calculations and proposed technical specification
changes do not adversely impact the requirements to maintain a minimum sodium
pentaborate concentration of 14%. By maintaining the 14% requirement, the
A TWS rule requirements are unaffected and there are no adverse consequences to
any previously analyzed accident. The results of the calculations and the tabular
format of proposed Figure 3.4.1 (Figure 3.4-1 for Quad Cities) to Technical
Specification 3/4.4 for Standby Liquid Control System are listed below:
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DRESDEN
Minimum Gross Volume (gallons)ffank Level (feet)
Maximum Solution Temperature, °F
110

120

130

Sodium Penta borate

14.0

3391 /7 .14

3830/8.06

4388/9.24

concentration, percent

15.4

3097/6.52

3532/7.44

4085/8.60

by weight

16.5

2900/6.11

3333/7.02

3883/8.18

QUAD CITIES
Minimum Gross Volume (gallons)ffank Level (feet)
Maximum Solution Temperature, °F

•

110

120

130

Sodium Pentaborate

14.0

3607/7.66

4044/8.58

4599/9.76

concentration, percent

15.4

3292/6.99

3725/7.90

4275/9.07

by weight

16.5

3081 /6.54

3512/7.45

4059/8.61

Summary
Dresden and Quad Cities Station are proposing to modify the SLCS storage tank
temperature and level requirements within Section 3/4.4 of the Technical Specifications.
Minimum net and gross SLCS storage tank volumes and levels have been calculated for
various maximum storage tank temperatures and sodium pentaborate concentrations. The
proposed changes implement an added requirement to allow a wider operating range for
temperature and level requirements. Figure 3.4.1 (Figure 3.4-1 for Quad Cities) is entitled,
Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements. Section 3.4.C is amended to include
reference to newly created Figure 3.4.1 (Figure 3.4-1 for Quad Cities) for determining
SLCS tank storage volume requirements. In addition, the Bases for 3/4.4 are updated to
describe the associated technical changes to the SLCS operating requirements.

•

The proposed changes do not adversely impact any previously analyzed safety analysis
performed for both Dresden and Quad Cities Station. The changes maintain the ATWS
requirements that require a minimum sodium pentaborate concentration of 14%. These
requirements are unaffected. The temperature limit of 78°F is based on a sodium
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pentaborate concentration of 15.4%. A concentration greater than 15.4% is acceptable
as long as the temperature of the solution (including that in the tank and in the pump
suction piping) is maintained at least 10 °F above the solution saturation temperature.
This requirement will be administratively controlled to assure that temperatures remain
above the minimum allowable.
Schedule
It is requested that the proposed amendment request be processed within 90 days of
receipt. It must be noted that this Technical Specification amendment is being submitted
in conjunction with a similar package for the Technical Specification Upgrade Program
(TSUP) currently in progress at both Dresden and Quad Cities Station. To avoid a dual
review by NRR, CECo is submitting this package as both a technical package and TSUP
package (both current pages and proposed TSUP pages are included). It is requested that
both packages be approved concurrently with the technical (current pages) package being
made effective within 60 days upon issuance to allow both sites sufficient time to
incorporate the technical changes into Station procedures. In addition, it is requested that
the TSUP package be approved to be effective upon the complete approval and issuance
of the TSUP program .
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4. 4

SliRVEILL\NCE REQL'IRE!'fENT

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

STANDBY LIQUID

Applicability:

Applicability:

Applies to the operating
status of the standby liquid
control system.

Applies to the periodic testing
requirements for the standby
liquid control system.

Objective:

Objective:

To assure the availability of
an independent reactivity
control mechanism.

To verify the operability of
the standby liquid control
system.

Specification:

Specification:

A.

A.

Normal Operation
During periods when fuel
is in the reactor the
standby liquid control
system shall be operable
except when the reactor
is in the Cold Shutdown
Condition and all control
rods are fully inserted
and Specification 3.3.A is
met or as specified in
3.4.B below.

CO~lROL

SYSTEM

Normal Operation
The operability of the
standby liquid control
system shall be verified
by performance of the
following tests:
I.

At least once per
month Demineralized water
shall be recycled to the
test tank. Pump mini.mum
flow rate of 40 gpm shall
be verified against a
system head of 1275 psig.

2.

•
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At least once during
each operating cycle
a. Manually initiate the
system, except the
explosion valves and
pump solution in the
recirculation path, to
demonstrate that the
pump suction line from
the storage tank is
not plugged .

3/4.4-1

•
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3.4

LIMITING

CONDITIO~

FOR OPERATION

(Cont'd.)

4. 4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT
(Cont'd.)
b.

•
c.

B.

•

Operation with Inoperable
Components
From and after the date
that a redundant component

3/4.4-2

B.

DPR-19

Actuate one of the
two standby liquid
control systems
using the normal
actuation switch
and pump
demineralized water
into the reactor
vessel. Pump
minimum flow rate
shall be verified
against a previous
test at the same
reactor vessel
pressure. The
replacement charges
will be selected
from a batch from
which at least one
charge has been
successfully test
fired and which
will not exceed
five years life
when their use is
terminated. Both
systems shall be
tested and
inspected,
including each
explosive actuated
valve, in the
course of two
operating cycles.

Test that the setting
of the system pressure
relief valves is between 1455 and 1545
psig.

Surveillance with Inoperable
Components
When a component becomes
inoperable its redundant

DRESDEN II

DPR-19

Amendment No.,%'

•
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LHIITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

{Cont'd.)
is made or found to be
inoperable, Specification
3.4.A shall be considered
fulfilled, and continued
operation permitted
provided that the component
is returned to an operable
condition within 7 days.
C.

•

e iqui poison tan s a
contain a boron bearing solution of at least 3605 gallons
(3329 gallons to meet shutdown
requirements plus 276 gallons
that are contained belo~ the
pwmp suction) of at least 14 wt.
percent sodium pentaborate
decahydrate (Na2B1o01s·lOH20).
At all time when the standby
liquid control system is
required to be operable, the
solution temperature including
that in the pump suction piping shall not be less than
the temperature presented
in Figure 3.4.2

4. 4

SURVEILI.A.i'iCE REQUIREMENT

(Cont'd.}
component shall be
demonstrated to be
operable immediately and
daily thereafter.

C.

The availability of the
proper boron bearing
solution shall be verified
by performance of the
following tests:

1.

3.

D.

At least once per
month - Boron concentra~ shall be determined.
In addition, the boron
concentration shall be
determined any time water
or boron are added or
if the solution temperature drops below the
limits specified by
Figure 3.4.2. Minimum
concentration is
14 wt. percent sodium
pentaborate.

At least once per dav The solution temperature
shall be checked.

specificati~4.A
",._

If
through C are not met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor
shall be in the cold
shutdown condition within
24 hours.

,.
3/4.4-3

•
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The liquid poison tank shall contain a boron bearing solution of at least 14 weight percent,
but not more than 1 6.5 weight percent sodium pentaborate decahydrate at all times when
the standby liquid control system is required to be operable. The available volume and
temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution shall be greater than or equal to the limits
specified by Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 .
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Figure 3.4. 1 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements
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Figure 3.4.2 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Temperature Requirements
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CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES
The aesign objective of the standby liquid control system is to
provide the capaoility of bringing the .reactor from full power to a
cold, xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control
rods can be inserted. Ta meet this objective, the liquid control
system is designec to inject a quantity of boron which produces a
concentration of no less than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in
less than 100 minutes. 600 ppm boron concentration in the reactor
core is required to bring the reactor from full power to a 3% delta k
or more subcritical condition considering the hoL to cold reactivity
swing and xenon poisoning. An additional margin of 25% boron is
added to compensate for possible imoerfect mixing of the chemical
solution in the reactor water, makin the total~ation 750 om
of boron in the reactor core.
m1n1mu quantity-or~ a ons of
solution having a 14 wt. percent sodium pentaborate concentration is
required to meet tnis sh
· ent.
-l- JJS. t= ~T I BI
For a required oumo i ng ra
·
per pump, 3329 ga 1l ans of at
least 14 wt. percent solution•will be inserted in less than 100 minutes. This insertion rate of boron solution will override the rate
of reactivity insertion due to cool down of the reactor following the
xenon oeak. Two oumo o eration will enable faster reactor shutdown
for ATWS events. The min1mu~volume r ir
· the stora e tank
shall be 3605 gallons (276 are contained below the
suction and
therefore cannot be inserted).
e month y pump minimum owrate
test shall require a min1mum f owrate of 40 gpm per pump. This
requirement, combined with the solution concentration requirement of
at least 14 .-t. percent, will demonstrate that the Standby Liquid
Control System meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.6Z.

~IMITING

Boron concentration, solution temperature, and volume are checked on
a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system
should it ever be required. Exp~rience with pump operability indicates that monthly testing is ad~quate to detect if failures have
occurred.
,

Components of the system are checked periodically as described
above and make a functional test of the entire system on a frequency
of less than once during each operating cycle unnecessary. A test of
one installed explosive charge is made at least once during each
operating cycle to assure that the charges have not deteriorated, the
actuation circuit is functioning properly, the valve functions
properly, and no flow blockages exist. The replacement charge will
be selected from a batch for which there has been a successful test
firing. Recommendations of the vendor shall be followed i~ maintaining a five-year life of the explosive charges. A cont1nu~l check
of the firing circuit continuity is provided by pilot lights ln the
control room .

•

•

INSERT 'B'

An additional volume of solution is contained below the pump suction and is not available
for injection. Other equivalent combinations of increased concentration and reduced
volume are also acceptable provided they have considered required temperatures and net
positive suction head .

•

•
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3.4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES (Cont'd.)
The relief valves in the standby liquid control system protect the
system piping and positive displacement pumps which are nominally
designed for 1500 psig protection from over-pressure. The pressure
relief valves discharge back to the standby liquid control solution
tank.

s.

1

Only one of the two standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed
for proper operation of the system. If one pumping circuit is found
to be inoperable, there is no fmmediate threat to shutdown capability,
and reactor operation may continue while repairs are being made.
Assurance that the remaining system will perform its intended function and that the reliability of the system is goad is obtained by
demonstrating operation of the pump in the operable circuit at least
once daily.
~

_j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~of
percent sodium
pentaTo guard against boron~wt.
precipitation,
the solution

--.....-----.._

including that in the pump suction piping is kept at least 10°F above
the saturation temperature by a tank heater and by heat tracing in
the pump suction piping. The 10°F margin is included in Figure 3.4.2.
Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated
in the control room. ~S£R.T

"O

I

Pump operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system should it ever be required.
Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary
unless more boron or more water is added. Level indication and alarm
indicate whether the solution volume has changed which might indicate
a possible solution concentration change. Considering these factors,
the test interval.has been established.

•

4.4 SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENT BASES
Periodic tests to demonstrate two-pump flow capability are not feasible
in the present system -configuration and are unnecessary because t
flow
path integrit can be determined from the test of a sin le pump. Comparison o sing e-pump test pressures w1
prevwius resu ts an correlation
of these data with initial two-pump test will be used to verify the capabilit of the piping to support two-pump flo~.
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Figure 3.4. 1 provides additional requirements for minimum tank volume based on solution
temperature and concentration to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for one
or two pump operation .
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STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

Aoolicabilitv:

Applicabilit\•:

Applies to the operating
status of the standby liquid
control system.

Applies to the periodic testing
requirements for the standby
liquid control system.

Objective:

Objective:

To assure the availability of
an independent reactivity
control mechanism.

To verify the operability of
the standby liquid control
system.

Specification:

Specification:

A.

A.

Normal Operation
During.periods when fuel
is in the reactor the
standby liquid control
system shall be operable
except when the reactor
is in the Cold Shutdown
Condition and all control
rods are fully inserted
and Specification 3.3.A is
met or as specified in
3.4.B below.

Normal Operation
The operability of the
standby liquid control
system shall be verified
by performance of the
following tests:
1.

At least once oer
~-

Demineralized water
shall be recycled
to the test tank. Pump
minimum flow rate of 40
gpm shall be verified
against a system head
of 1275 psig.

2.

At least once during
each ooerating cycle
a. Manually initiate the
system, except the
explosion valves and
.pump solution in the
recirculation path,
to demonstrate that
the pump suction
line from the storage
tank is not plugged.

•
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3.4

LIMITING CONDITION FDR OPERATION
(Cont.'d.)

4.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE!1I.N1'
(Cont'd.)
b.

Actuate one of the
two standby liquid
control systems
using the normal
actuation switch
and pump
demineralized water
into the reactor
vessel. Pump
minimum flow rate
shall be verified
against a previous
test at the same
reactor vessel
pressure. The
replacement charges
will be selected
from a batch from
which at least one
charge has been
successfully test
fired and which
will not exce~d
five years life
when their use is
terminated. Both
systems shall be
tested and
inspected,
including each
explosive actuated
valve, in the
course of two
operating cycles.

c.

Test that the
setting of the
system pressure
relief valves is
between 1455 and
1545 psig.

•
B.

B.

Operation with Inoperable
Components
From and after the date
that a redundant component
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Surveillance with Inoperable
Components
When a component becomes
inoperable its redundant

3/4.4-2

•
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3.4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
(Cont'd.)
is made or found to be
inoperable, Specification
3.4.A shall be considered
fulfilled, and continued
operation permitted
provided that the component
is returned to an operable
condition within 7 days.
C. The liquid poison tank
shall contain a boron
bearing solution of at
least 3605 gallons (3329
gallons to meet shutdown
requirements plus 276
gallons that are contained
below the pump suction) of
at least 14 wt.. percent
sodium pentaborate decahydrate (Na2B 1 o0 1 s-10H20).
At all times when the
standby liquid control
system is required to
be operable, the solution
temperature including
that in the pump suction
piping shall not be less
than the temperature
presented in Figure 3.4.2.
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SURVEillANCE REQUIREMENT
(Cont'd.)
component shall be
demonstrated to be
operable immediately and
daily thereafter.

C. The availability of the
proper boron bearing
solution shall be verified
by performance of the
following tests:
1.

At least once per
month - Boron
concentration shall
be determined. In
addition, the boron
concentration shall be
determined any time
water or boron are
added or if the
solution temperature
drops below the limits
specified by Figure
3.4.2. Minimum concentration is 14 wt.
percent sodium
pentaborate.

2.

D.

If specificatio~4.A
through c are not-met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor
sh.all be in the cold
shutdown condition within
24 hours.
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The liquid poison tank shall contain a boron bearing solution of at least 14 weight percent,
but not more than 16.5 weight percent sodium pentaborate decahydrate at all times when
the standby liquid control system is required to be operable. The available volume and
temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution shall greater than or equal to the limits
specified by Figures 3.4. 1 and 3.4.2 .
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3.4 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION BASES
A.

The design objective of the standby liquid control system is to provide the capability of bringing the reactor from full power to a cold,
xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods
can be inserted. To meet this objective, the liquid control system
is designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentration of no less than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in less
than 100 minutes. 600 ppm boron concentration in the reactor core is
required to bring the reactor from full power to a 3% delta k or more
subcritical condition considering the hot to cold reactivity swing
and xenon poisoning. An additional margin of 25% boron is added to
compensate for possible imperfect mixing of the chemical solution in
the reactor water, makin the total concentration 750 ppm of boron in
the reactor core. A mln1mum quantity of 3329 ga ens o so ut1on
having a 14 wt. percent sodium pent
a concentration is required
&......-~"ir--~D-.;-\.--11-v3o--.....S
to meet this shutdown requirement.

,i,.

•

For a re uired um in rate of 40 gpm per pump, 3329 gallons o at
least 14 wt. percent solut1on will be inserted in less than 100
minutes. This insertion rate of boron solution will override the
rate of reactivity insertion due to cool down of the reactor following
the xenon eak. Two um o eration wi l enable faster reactor
shutdown for ATWS events.
he mln1mum volume re uired in the stora e
tank hall be 3605 gallons (276 are contained below the um suct1on
and therefore cannot be inserted). The monthly pump minimum flowrate test shall require a minimum flowrate of 40 gpm per pump. This
requirement, combined with the solution concentration requirement of
at least 14 wt. percent, will demonstrate that the Standby Liquid
Control System meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62.
Boron concentration, solution temperature, and volume are checked on
a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system
should it ever be required. Experience with pump operability indicates that monthly testing is adequate to detect if failures have
occurred.
Components o~ the system are checked periodically as described above
and make a functional test of the entire system on a frequency of less
than once during each operating cycle unnecessary. A test of one
installed explosive charge is made at least once during each operating
cycle to assure that the charges have not deteriorated, the actuation
circuit is functioning properly, the valve functions properly, and no
flow blockages exist. The replacement charge will be selected from a
batch for which there has been a successful test firing. Recommendations of the vendor shall be followed in maintaining a five-year life
of the explosive charges. A continual check of the firing circuit
continuity is provided by pilot lights in the control room.
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An additional volume of solution is contained below the pump suction and is not available
for injection. Other equivalent combinations of increased concentration and reduced
volume are also acceptable provided they have considered required temperatures and net
positive suction head .
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(Cent'~. J

relief valves in the standby liquid control system protect the
system ciping and positive displacement pumps whicn are nominally
designed for 1500 psig protection from over-pressure. The pressure
relief valves discharge back to the standby liquid control solution
tank..
~he

8.

For ~e
"--------;:--

'

•

Only one of the two standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed
for proper operation of the system. If one pumping circuit is found
to be inoperable, there is no immediate threat to shutdown capabil1ty,
and reactor operation may continue while repairs are being made.
Assurance that the remaining system will perform its intended function
and that the reliability of the system is good is obtained by demonstrating operation of the pump in the operable circuit at least once
daily.
CtH\Ce~l+rA.+•t:M..
~<a.s
of
wt. percent sodium pentabora
. To guard against boron precipitation, the solution
including that in the pump suction piping is kept at least I0°F above
the saturation temperature by a tank heater and by heat tracing in
the pump suction piping. The 10°F margin is included in Figure
3. 4. Z. 'Temperature and 1 i quid 1eve1 a Jarms for the system are
cr0~ ~
annunciated in the control room . .,

·0

Pump operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system should it ever be required .
Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary
unless more boron or more water is added. Level indication and alarm
indicate whether the solution volume has changed which might indicate
a possible solution concentration change. Considering these factors,
the test interval has been established.

4.4 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT BASES
Periodic tests to demonstrate two-pump flow capability are not feasible in
the present system configuration and are unnecessary because the flow path
integrit can be determined from the test of a sin le um . Comparison o
sing e-pump test pressures wi
previous results and correlation of these
data witff~initial two-pump test will be used to verify the capability of
the piping to support two-pump flow •

•
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•
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Figure 3.4. 1 provides additional requirements for minimum tank volume based on solution
temperature and concentration to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for one
or two pump operation .
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3.4/4.4 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM
LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Applicability:

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of the
standby liquid control system.

Applies to the periodic testing requirements for the standby liquid control
system.

Objective:

Objective:

To assure the availability of an independent reactivity control mechanism..

To verify the operability of the standby
liquid control system.

SPECIFICATIONS
A.

•

A.

Normal Operation
During periods when fuel is in the
reactor and prior to startup from a
cold condition, the standby liquid
control system shall be operable
except as specified in Specification
3.4.8. This system need not be operable when the reactor is in the cold
shutdown condition, all control rods
are fully inserted, and Specification
3.3.A is met.

Normal Operation
The operability of the standby liquid
control system shall be verified by
performance of the following tests:

1.

At least once per month
Demineralized water shall be
recycled to the test tank. Pump
minimum flow rate of 40 gpm
shall be verified against a
system head of 1275 psig.

2.

At least once during each operating cycle
Manually initiate the system,
except the explosion valves and
pump solution in the recirculation path, to demonstrate that
the pump suction line from the
storage tank is not plugged .

•••

3.4/4.4-1
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Explode two of six charges or
two of four charges manufactured
in the same batch using the permanent system wiring to verify
proper function. Then install
the untested charges in the
explosion valves.
Demineralized water shall be
injected via a test connection
into the reactor vessel to test
that valves (except explosion
valves) not checked by the
recirculation test are not
clogged.
Test that the setting of the
system pressure relief valves is
between 1455 and 1545 psig.
3.

•

B.

Operation with Inoperable Components

B.

•

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration
The liquid poison tank shall contain
a boron-bearing solution of at least
3733 gallons of at least 14 WT percent
sodium pentaborate Decahydrate
(Na 2 B10 016 - 10H 2 0) at all times when
the standby liquid control system is
required to be operable and the
solution temperature shall not be
less than the temperature presented
in Figure 3.4-2 .

3.4/4.4-2

Operation with Inoperable Components
When a component becomes inoperable,
its redundant component shall be
demonstrated to be operable immediately and daily thereafter.

From and after the date that a redundant component is made or found to be
inoperable, Specification 3.4.A shall
be considered fulfilled and continued
operation permitted provided that the
component is returned to an operable
condition within 7 days.
C.

Disassemble and inspect one
explosion valve so that it can
be established that the valve is
not clogged. Both valves shall
be inspected in the course of
two operating cycles.

C.

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration
The availability of the proper
boron-bearing solution shall be verified by performance of the following
tests:

Amendment No. ~

•
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The liquid poison tank shall contain a boron bearing solution of at least 14 weight percent,
but not more than 16.5 weight percent sodium pentaborate decahydrate at all times when
the standby liquid control system is required to be operable. The available volume and
temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution shall be greater than or equal to the limits
specified by Figures. 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 .
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1.

At least once per month
Boron concentration shall be
determined. In addition, the
boron concentration shall be
determined any time water or
boron are added or if the
solution temperature drops below
the limits specified by Figure
3.4-2.

2.

At least once per day
Solution volume shall be checked.
At least once per day
The solution temperature shall
be checked.

D.

•

Condition Requiring Reactor Shutdown
If Specifications 3.4.A through C
are not met, an orderly shutdown
shall be initiated and the reactor
shall be in the cold shutdown
condition within 24 hours.
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3.4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES

A.

The design objective of the standby liquid control system is to provide
the capability of bringing the reactor from full power to a cold,
xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods
can be inserted. To meet this objective, the liquid control system is
designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentratio
~
..Q.f..~_Jess than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in a roximatel
~\B.3.fiillnutes with imperfect mixing.
A boron concentration of 600 ppm i -;rp5 e~
the reactor core is required to bring the reactor from full power to _, 6 ,
3% Ak or more subcritical condition considering the hot to cold
reactivity swing, xenon poisoning and an additional margin in the reacto~
core for im erfect ixin o t e chemical solution in the reactor water.
A normal quantity o 3 321 gallons of solution having a_14% sodium
pentaborate concentration· is required to meet is shu
uirement.
0. W\\1\\>\o\IJIM...

i:>f 3254

For a re uired um in rate of 40 gP.m 33 1 al ons of t least 14 WT
ercent solutio will be inser e in a roximatel 83 minutes. This
insertion rate of boron solution will override the rate of reactivity
insertion due to cooldown of the reactor following the xenon peak.
Two pump operation will enable faster reactor shutdown for ATWS
events The monthly pump minimum flowrate test shall require a minimum
owrat of 40 gpm. This requirement, combined with the solution
conc~ntration requirements of at least 14 WT percent, will demonstrate
that· the Standby Liquid Control System meets the requirements of
10 CFR 50.62.

•

Boron concentration, solution temperature, and volume are checked on a
frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system should
it ever be required. Experience with pump operability indicates that
monthly testing is-adequate to detect if failures have occurred.
The only practical time to test the standby liquid control system is
during a refueling outage and by initiation from local stations.
Components of the system are checked periodically as described above
and make a functional test of the entire system on a frequency of less
than once each refueling outage unnecessary. A test of explosive charges
from one manufacturing batch is made to assure that the charges are
satisfactory. A continual check of the firing circuit continuity is
provided by pilot lights in the control room.

B.

•

Only one of two standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed for
proper operation of the system. If one_pumping circuit is found to be
inoperable, there is no immediate threat to shutdown capability, and
reactor operation may continue while repairs are being made. Assurance
that the remaining system will perform its intended function and that
the reliability of the system is good is obtained by demonstrating
operation of the pump in the operable circuit at least once daily. A
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An additional volume of solution is contained below the pump suction and is not available
for injection. Other equivalent combinations of increased concentration and reduced
volume are also acceptable provided they have considered required temperatures and net
positive suction head .
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reliability analysis indicates that the plant can be operated safely in
this manner for 7 day~.

C.

.......--~--'-

The Standby Liquid Control System is operated by a five position control
switch (SYS 1&2, SYS 1, OFF, SYS 2, and SYS 2&1). The single pump
operation positions are for operating cycle surveillance testing. This
testing demonstrates the capability of firing the explosive trigger
assemblies. Also during this testing, sodium pentaborate is circulated
from the storage tank, through one suction line, through a pump, and
back into the storage tank. This is done separately for each system
demonstrating that both suction lines are not plugged. The two pump
operation positions will be used for the injection of the sodium
pentaborate into the vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump
operation position, the Standby Liquid Control System will be meeting
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62 (Requirements for reduction of risk
from ATWS eve
· ht-water-cooled
ower plants).
'oV\c..e"'lt-r~ ·o'"'
Co, 3
The solution saturation tem erature of 1 % sodium pentaborate, by
wei ht, · s 59 F. The solution sha 11 be kept at least 10°F above the
satura ion temperature to guard against boron precipitation. The 10°F
margin is included in Figure 3.4-2. Temperature and liqui~
alarms for the system are annunciated in the control room.~
Pump operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability
of operation of the system should it ever be required.
Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary
unless more boron or more water is added. Level indication and alarm
indicate whether the solution volume has changed, which might indicate
a possible solution concentration change. Considering these factors,
the test interval has been established.

D.

Periodic tests to demonstrate two-pump flow capability are not feasible
in the present system configuration and are unnecessary because the flow
ath inte rit can be determined from the test of a sin le um .
Comparison of single-pump test pressures with previous results and
correlation of these data with initial two-pump tests are used to verify
the capability of the piping.
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Figure 3.4-1 provides additional requirements for minimum tank volume based on solution
temperature and concentration to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for one
or two pump operation .
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FIGURE 3. 4-1
STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL
SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS
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3.4/4.•

STA!lDBY LIQUID COHTROL SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEILt.AliCE REQUIREKEWTS

Applicability:

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of the
standby liq~id control system.

Applies to the periodic testing requirements for the atandby liquid control
aystem.

Objective:

Objective:

To assure the availability of an independent reactivity control mechanism.

To verify the operability of the standby
liquid control •ystem.

SPECIP'ICATIOHS
A.

·:···

•

Honnal Operation
During periods when fuel is in the
reactor and prior to startup from a
cold condition, the standby liquid
control system shall be operable
except as specified in Specification
3.•.B. This system need not be operable tthen the reactor is in the cold
shutdown condition, all control rods
are fully inserted, and Specification
3.3.A is met.

A.

llormal Operation
The operability of the standby liquid
control system •hall be verified by
performance of the following tests:
1.

At least once per month
Demineralized vater shall be
recycled to the test tank. Pump
mini111J111 flov rate of •o gpm
shall be verified against a
1ystem head of 1275 psig.

2.

At least once during each operating cycle
Manually initiate the system,
except the explosion valves and
pump solution in the recirculation path, to demonstrate that
the pump 8Uction line from the
1torage tank is not plugged.
Explode tvo of six charges or
tvo of four charges manufactured
in the same batch using the permanent system wiring to verify
proper function. Then install
the untested charges in the
explo1ion valves.

/.

Demineralized water shall be
injected via a test connection
into the reactor vessel to test
.that valves (except explosion
valves) not checked by the
recirculation test are not
clogged.
Amendment Ho. 93
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Test that the •etting of the
system pressure relief valves is
between 1455 and 15•5 psig.
3.

B.

Operation with Inoperable Components

B.

From and after the date that a redundant component is made or found to be
inoperable, Specification 3.•.A shall
be considered fulfilled and continued
operation permitted provided that the
component is returned to an operable
condition within 7 days.
C.

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration

Operation with Inoperable Components
When a component becomes inoperable,
its redundant component shall be
demonstrated to be operable immediately and daily thereafter.

C.

The liquid poison tank shall contain
a boron-bearing solution of at least
3321 gallons of at least 14 WT
percent sodium pentaborate
Decahydrate CHa2 Bio 016 lOH20) at a11 times when the
standby liquid control system is
required to be operable and the
solution temperature shall not be
less than the temperature presented
in Figure 3.4-2.

D.

Disassemble and inspect one
explosion valve •o that it can
be establi•hed that the ·valve is
not clogged. Both valves shall
be in•pected in the course of
two operating cycles.

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration
The availability of the proper
boron-bearing •elution shall be verified by performance of the following
tests:
1.

If Specifications 3.4.A through Care
not met, an orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor shall be in
the cold shutdown condition within 24
hours.

At least once per month
Boron concentration shall be
determined. In addition, the
boron concentration •hall be
determined any time water or
boron are added or if the
solution temperature drops below
the limit• specified by Figure
3.4-2.

2.

At least

o~per day

At least once per day
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The •olution temperature shall
be checked.
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The liquid poison tank shall contain a boron bearing solution of at least 14 weight percent,
but not more than 16.5 weight percent sodium pentaborate decahydrate at all times when
the standby liquid control system is required to be operable. The available volume and
temperature of the sodium pentaborate solution shall be greater than or equal to the limits
specified by Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2 .

•

•
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3.4

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES
A.

The design objective of the standby liquid control system Is to provide
the capability of bringing the reactor from full power to a cold,
xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods
can be inserted. To meet this objective, the liquid control system is
designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentration
~
~less t~an ?OO ppm of ~oron in the reactor core fn a roxlmatel
~
minutes with 1mperfect mixing. A boron concentration of_ 600 ppm in
the reactor core is required to bring the reactor from full power to 3%
~k or more subcritical condition considering the hot to cold
reactivity swing, xenon poisoning and an additional margin in the
r
r or f r im erfect mixin of the c mica! solution in the
reactor water. A normal quantity o 3,32 gallons of solution having a
144 sodium pent orate con ntration is required to meet this shutdown
requirement.
.:J:NS'ER,'i \5 1
ercent solutio will be Inserted I a roxlmatel 83 mtnutes. This
insertion rate of boron solution will override the rate~of-reactivity
insertion due to cool down of the reactor followfng the
on eak.
X
Two pump operation will enable faster reactor shutdown for ATWS
r----=ev'"'"'e;o-:;n~s .
The monthly pump minimum flowrate test shall require a minimum
flowrate of 40 gpm. This requirement, combined with the solution
concentration requirement of at least 14 WT percent, wf 11 demonstrate
that the Standby Liquid Control System meets the requirements of
4

•

lOCFRS0.62.

.

sa"ron concentration, solution temperature,~d volume are checked on a
frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the system
should it ever be required. Experience with pump operability indicates
that monthly testing is adequate to detect if failures have occurred.
The only practical time to test the standby lfquid control system is
during a refueling outage and by initiation from local stations.
Components of the system are checked periodically as described above
and make a functional test of the entire system on a frequency of less
than once each refueling outage unnecessary. A test of explosive
charges from one manufacturing batch f s made to assure that the charges
are satisfactory. A continual check of the firing circuit continuity
is provided by pilot lights in the control room.

B.

•

Only one of two standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed for
proper operation of the system. If one pumping circuit Is found to be
inoperable, there is no immediate threat to shutdown capability, and
reactor operation may continue while repairs are being made. Assurance
that the remaining system will perform Its Intended function and that
the reliability of the system Is good Is obtained by demonstrating
operation of the pump In the operable circuit at least once dally. A
reliability analysis ;~plant can be operated safely in
this manner for 7 days . .Il'J~~ T 'Bl'
3.4 4.4-3
Amendment No.H
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INSERT 'B'

An additional volume of solution is contained below the pump suction and is not available
for injection. Other equivalent combinations of increased concentration and reduced
volume are also acceptable provided they have considered required temperatures and net
positive suction head .

•

•

•

INSERT '81

I

The Standby Liquid Control System is operated by a five position control switch (SYS
1 &2, SYS 1, OFF, SYS 2 and SYS 2& 1). The single pump operation positions are for
operating cycle surveillance testing. This testing demonstrates the capability of firing the
explosive trigger assemblies. Also during this testing, sodium pentaborate is circulated
from the storage tank, through one suction line, through a pump, and back into the
storage tank. This is done separately for each system demonstrating that both suction
lines are not plugged. The two pump operation positions will be used for the injection of
the sodium pentaborate into the vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump
operation position, the Standby Liquid Control System will be meeting the requirements of
10 CFR 50.62 (Requirements for reduction of risk from ATWS events for light-watercooled nuclear power plants) .

~ sodium pentaborate, by
ht is S9°F. The •elution shall be kept at least io 0 r above
the sa£uration temperature to guard against boron precipitation. The
io°F margin is included in Figure 3. -1
Temperature and liquid_~
level alartru; for the •ystem are annu iated in the control room.~

4-2.

operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability
of operation of the system should it ever be required.

Pump

Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary
unless more boron or more water is added. Level indication and alarm
indicate whether the solution volume has changed, which might indicate
a possible solution concentration change. Considering these factors,
the test interval has been established.

o.

•

Periodic tests to demonstrate two-pump flow capability are not feasible
in the present system configuration and are unnecessary because the
flow ath inte rit can be determined from the test of a single pump.
Comparison of single-pump test pressures with prev ous results •nd
correlation of these data with initial two-pump tests are used to
verify the capability of the piping.
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Figure 3.4-1 provides additional requirements for minimuni tank volume based on solution
temperature and concentration to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for one
or two pump operation .

•

•

•

INSERT 'D'

<Insert attached figure>
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Figure 3.4-1 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
APPENDIX A
LIST OF FIGURES
Number

Title
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2.1-2
2.1-3
4.1-1
4.2-1
3.4-1
3.4-2

APRM Flow Reference Scram and APRM Rod Block Settings
Deleted
APRM Flow Bias Scram Relationship to Normal Operating Conditions
Graphical Aid in the Selection of an Adequate Interval Between Tests
Test Interval vs. System Unavailability
Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements
Sodium Pentaborate Solution Temperature Requirements
Deleted
Deleted
Pressure Limit as a Function of Vessel Metal Temperature
Deleted
Chloride Stress Corrosion Test Results at 500°F
Locations of Fixed Environmental Radiological Monitoring Stress
Deleted
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Minimum Shift Manning Chart
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3.4/4.4 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM
LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Applicability:_

Applicability:

Applies to the operating status of the standby
liquid control system.

Applies to the periodic testing requirements for
the standby liquid control system.

Objective:

Objective:

To assure the availability of an independent
reactivity control mechanism.

To verify the operability of the standby liquid
control system.

SPECIFICATIONS

A.

•

A. Normal Operation

Normal Operation
During periods when fuel is in the reactor
and prior to startup from a cold condition,
the standby liquid control system shall be
operable except as specified in Specification
3.4.B. This system need not be operable
when the reactor is in the cold shutdown
condition, all control rods are fully inserted,
and Specification 3.3.A is met.

The operability of the standby liquid control
system shall be verified by performance of
the following tests:
1.

At least once per month
Demineralized water shall be recycled
to the test tank. Pump minimum flow
rate of 40 gpm shall be verified against
a system head of 1275 psig.

2.

At least once during each operating
cycle
Manually initiate the system, except the
explosion valves and pump solution in
the recirculation path, to demonstrate
that the pump suction line from the
storage tank is not plugged.
Explode two of six charges or two of
four charges manufactured in the same
batch using the permanent system
wiring to verify proper function. Then
install the untested charges in the
explosion valves.

•

Demineralized water shall be injected
via a test connection into the reactor
vessel to test that valves (except
explosion valves) not checked by the
recirculation test are not clogged.

3.4/4.4-1
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•

Test that the setting of the system
pressure relief valves is between 1455
and 1545 psig.
3.

B.

Operation with Inoperable Components

B.

From and after the date that a redundant

•

c.

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration

Operation with Inoperable Components
When a component becomes inoperable, its
redundant component shall be
demonstrated to be operable immediately
and daily thereafter.

component is made or found to be
inoperable, Specification 3.4.A shall be
considered fulfilled and continued operation
permitted provided that the component is
returned to an operable condition within 7
days.

c.

Disassemble and inspect one explosion
valve so that it can be established that
the valve is not clogged. Both valves
shall be inspected in the course of two
operating cycles.

The liquid poison tank shall contain a boron
bearing solution of at least 14 weight
percent, but not more than 16.5 weight
percent sodium pentaborate decahydrate at
all times when the standby liquid control
system is required to be operable. The
available volume and temperature of the
sodium pentaborate solution shall be greater
than or equal to the limits specified by
Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2.

Liquid Poison Tank-Boron Concentration
The availability of the proper boron-bearing
solution shall be verified by performance of
the following tests:
1.

At least once per month
Boron concentration shall be
determined ..In addition, the boron
concentration shall be determined any
time water or boron are added or if the
solution temperature drops below the
limits specified by Figure 3.4-2.

2.

At least once per day
The solution volume and temperature
shall be verified to be greater than or
equal to the limits specified by Figures
3.4-.1 and 3.4-2.

3.
D.

•

Deleted.

If Specifications 3.4.A through C are not
met, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated
and the reactor shall be in the cold
shutdown condition within 24 hours.

3.4/4.4-2
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3.4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION BASES
A. The design objective of the standby liquid control system is to provide the capability of
bringing the reactor from full power to a cold, xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of
the withdrawn control rods can be inserted. To meet this objective, the liquid control
system is designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentration of no less
than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in less than 100 minutes with imperfect mixing.
A boron concentration of 600 ppm in the reactor core is required to bring the reactor from
full power to 3% ~k or more-subcritical condition considering the hot to cold reactivity
swing, xenon poisoning and an additional margin in the reactor core for imperfect mixing
of the chemical solution in the reactor water. A normal quantity of 3,254 gallons of
solution having a 14% sodium pentaborate concentration is required to meet this
shutdown requirement. An additional volume of solution is contained below the pump
suction and is not available for injection. Other equivalent combinations of increased
concentration and reduced volume are also acceptable provided they have considered
required temperatures and net positive suc~ion head.
For a required pumping rate of 40 gpm, a minimum of 3254 gallons of at least 14 WT
percent solution at s 110°F will be inserted in less than 100 minutes. This insertion rate
of boron solution will override the rate of reactivity insertion due to cool down of the
reactor following the xenon peak. Two pump operation will enable faster reactor
shutdown for ATWS events. The minimum gross volume required in the storage tank is
dependent on solution temperature (to assure adequate net positive suction head). The
monthly pump minimum flowrate test shall require a minimum flowrate of 40 gpm. This
requirement, combined with the solution concentration requirement of at least 14 WT
percent, will demonstrate that the Standby Liquid Control System meets the requirements
of 1OCFR50.62.

•

Boron concentration, solution temperature, and volume are checked on a frequency to
assure a high reliability of operation of the system should it ever be required. Experience
with pump operability indicates that monthly testing is adequate to detect if failures have
occurred.
The only practical time to test the standby liquid control system is during a refueling
outage and by initiation from local stations. Components of the system are checked
periodically as described above and make a functional test of the entire system on a
frequency of less than once each refueling outage unnecessary. A test of explosive
charges from one manufacturing batch is made to assure that the charges are satisfactory.
A continual check of the firing circuit continuity is provided by pilot lights in the control
room.

B.

•

Only one of the standby liquid control pumping circuits is needed for proper operation of
the system. If one pumping circuit is found to be inoperable, there is no immediate threat
to shutdown capability, and reactor operation may continue while repairs are being made.
Assurance that the remaining system will perform its intended function and that the
reliability of the system is good is obtained by demonstrating operation of the pump in the
operable circuit at least once daily. A reliability analysis indicates that the plant can be
operated safely in this manner for 7 days.

3.4/4.4-3
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The Standby Liquid Control System is operated by a five position control ~witch (SYS
1 &2, SYS 1 , OFF, SYS 2 and SYS 2& 1). The single pump operation positions are for
operating cycle .surveillance testing. This testing demonstrates the capability of firing the
explosive trigger assemblies. Also during this testing, sodium pentaborate is circulated
from the storage tank, through one suction line, through a pump, and back into the
storage tank. This is done separately for each system demonstrating that both suction
lines are not plugged. The two pump operation positions will be used for the injection of
the sodium pentaborate into the vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump
operation position, the Standby Liquid Control System will be meeting the requirements of
10 CFR 50.62 (Requirements for reduction of risk from ATWS events for light-watercooled nuclear power plants).

C.

For the maximum solution concentration of 16.5% sodium pentaborate, by weight, the
saturation temperature is 73°F. The solution shall be kept at least 10°F above the
saturation temperature to guard against boron precipitation. The 10°F margin is included
in Figure 3.4-2. Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated in the
control room. Figure 3.4-1 provides additional requirements for minimum tank volume
based on solution temperature and concentration to ensure adequate net positive suction
head exists for one or two pump operation.
Pump operability is checked on a frequency to assure a high reliability of operation of the
system should it ever be required .

•

Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary unless more boron
or more water is added. Level indication and alarm indicate whether the solution volume
has changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration change. Considering
these factors, the. test interval has been established.

D.

•

Periodic tests to demonstrate two-pump flow capability are not feasible in the present
system configuration and are unnecessary because the flow path integrity can be
determined from the test of a single pump. Initial two-pump test data correlation with
single-pump test data verified the capability of the piping to support two-pump flow.
Periodic single-pump test data is compared to the required flow rate and to the previous
test data to identify any significant degradation .
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Figure 3.4-1 Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements
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ATTACHMENT 3

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
CONSIDERATIONS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
EVALUATION
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 3
(Technical Change)
EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated this proposed amendment and determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. According to 10 CFR 50.92(c), a proposed
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility, in accordance with the proposed amendment, would not:
1)

Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2)

Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3)

Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated because:

•

The proposed changes to the current technical specifications add requirements for
the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS). The changes are necessary to assure
that adequate storage tank level and temperature are maintained to prevent pump
cavitation during dual pump operation. The additional requirements do not alter the
current sodium pentaborate concentration requirements or temperatures; therefore
there is not a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident.
Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated
because:
The added requirement of maintaining minimum volumes based on solution
temperature assures that the SLCS pumps will not cavitate during two pump
injection. The additional requirements represent additional restrictions on the
operation of the SLCS and do not create a new or different kind of accident.

Involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety because:
Adopting the added restrictions for the SLCS will provide additional assurance that
the SLCS will perform as designed. Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin
of safety.

•

In addition, the commission has provided guidance concerning the application of standards
for determining whether significant hazards consideration exists by providing certain
examples (51 FR 7751) of amendments that are considered not likely to involve significant
hazards considerations. Commonwealth Edison has reviewed the proposed changes
against these examples and believes that the proposed changes fall within the scope of

•

ATTACHMENT 3
(Technical Change)

example (ii) "a change that constitutes an additional limitation, restriction, or control not
presently included in the technical specifications".
The proposed amendment does not involve a significant relaxation of the criteria used to
establish safety limits, a significant relaxation of the bases for the limiting safety system
settings or a significant relaxation of the bases for the limiting conditions for operations.
Therefore, based on the guidance provided in the Federal Register and the criteria
established in 10 CFR 50.92(c), the proposed change does not constitute a significant
hazards consideration .

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 3
(Technical Change)
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STATEMENT APPLICABILITY REVIEW

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed amendment against the criteria for the
identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in
accordance with 10 CFR 51.20. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet
the criteria for a categorical exclusion as provided under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). This
conclusion has been determined because the changes requested do not pose significant
hazards consideration or do not involve a significant increase in the amounts, and no
significant changes in the types, of any effluent that may be released offsite. Additionally,
this request does not involve a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational
radiation exposure. Therefore, the Environmental Assessment Statement is not applicable
for these changes .

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

•

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Dresden Technical Specification Upgrade Program (TSUP) was conceptualized in
response to lessons learned from the Diagnostic Evaluation Team inspection and the
frequent need for Technical Specification interpretations. A comparison study of the
Standard Technical Specifications (STS), later operating plant's Technical Specifications
provisions and Quad Cities Technical Specifications was performed prior to the Dresden
TSUP effort. The study identified potential improvements in clarifying requirements and
requirements which are no longer consistent with current industry practices. The Dresden
TSUP will enhance the Quad Cities TSUP currently under review by the NRC. As a result
of the inconsistencies in the Quad Cities submittal compared to the Standard Technical
Specifications (STS), Dresden's submittal will more closely follow the provisions of STS
and in conjunction, Quad Cities will amend their submittal so that Quad Cities and Dresden
are identical within equipment and plant design. The format for the Dresden TSUP will
remain as a two column layout for human factors considerations. Additionally, chapter
organizations will remain unchanged.
The TSUP is not intended to be a complete adoption for the STS. Overall, the Dresden
custom Technical Specifications provide for the safe operation of the plant and therefore,
only an upgrade is deemed necessary.

•

In response to an NRC recommendation, Quad Cities combined the Unit 1 and Unit 2
Technical Specifications into one document. The Dresden Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical
Specifications will also be combined into one document. To accomplish the combination
of the Units' Technical Specification, a comparison of the Unit 2 and Unit 3 Technical
Specification was performed to identify any technical differences. The technical
differences are identified in the proposed amendment package for each section.
The TSUP was identified as a station top priority and is currently contained in the Dresden
Management Action Plan (DMAP). The TSUP goal is to provide a better tool to station
personnel to implement their responsibilities and to ensure Dresden Station is operated in
accordance with current industry practices. The improved Technical Specifications provide
for enhanced operation of the plant. The program improves the operator's ability to use
the Technical Specifications by more clearly defining the Limiting Conditions for Operation
and required actions. The most significant improvement to the specifications is the
addition of equipment operability requirements during shutdown conditions .

•

•

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(continued)
PROPOSED CHANGES TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
SECTION 3/4.4, "STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

The current Dresden and Quad Cities Technical Specifications contain Applicability and
Objective statements at the beginning of most sections. The proposed amendment will
delete the "Objective" statement and integrates appropriate applicability statements within
the specifications. This provides a clarification of the intended requirements and actions
which are required when the specification cannot be met.
Present Specifications are combined into one Specification 3.4.A/4.4.A, thereby
implementing an STS type arrangement. The proposed Applicability is equivalent to
present provisions. The proposed Action statements correspond to STS guidelines.
Present Surveillance Requirements are replaced with STS guidelines, where applicable.
Present pump monthly runs and verification of flow and head requirements are replaces
with quarterly lnservice Testing provisions.
Present daily tests to check solution volume and temperature are expanded to also check
operability of the heat tracing circuit.

•

•

Present monthly tests are expanded to add verification of continuity of the explosive
charge and to verify valve lineups.
STS 'controls for replacement of explosive charges are implemented instead of present
provisions .

•

ATTACHMENT 5

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

ATTACHMENT 5
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

The changes proposed in this amendment request for Section 3/4.4 of the Dresden and
Quad Cities Technical Specifications are made to improve the understanding and usability
of the present requirements.
An item by item description of the proposed changes requested is provided below.
GENERIC CHANGES

The present Dresden and Quad Cities technical specifications contain Applicability and
Objective statements at the beginning of most sections. These statements are generic in
nature and do not provide any useful information to the user of the technical
specifications. The proposed change will delete the Objective statement and provide
Applicability statements within each specification similar to the STS. The proposed
Applicability statement to be included in each specification will include the Reactor
Operational Modes or other conditions for which the Limiting Condition for Operation
(LCO) must be satisfied.

•

The proposed amendment relocates the bases of the technical specifications from the
present location of immediately following the LCO material to the end of the section. For
sections with tables or figures, the tables and figures will now be located after the LCOs
and before the bases. This change recognizes that the bases provide reference material
which is of secondary importance to the other material in the technical specifications.

SPECIFIC CHANGES

The proposed changes to Specifications 3/4.4 include combining all the present
requirements, 3/4.4.A through 3/4.4.C, into one Specification, 3/4.4.A. This combination
of requirements for the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) will implement an STS type
of arrangement while maintaining as many of the present technical requirements as
possible.

•

The present applicability for the SLCS is when fuel is in the reactor and prior to startup
from a cold condition except when the reactor is in the cold shutdown condition, all
control rods are fully inserted and the shutdown margin provisions of Specification 3.3.A
are met. The proposed applicability is operational modes 1 , 2, and 5 where operability in
operational mode 5 in required only with any control rod withdrawn but not when they are
removed per Specification 3.1 O.D or 3.1 O.E. The proposed applicability is equivalent to
present provisions in that SLCS is required operable in operational modes where control
rods can be withdrawn. The exception in operational mode 5 allows the provisions of
Specifications 3.1 O.D and 3.1 O.E to govern removal of control rod drives for maintenance
without requiring operability of SLCS. Specifications 3.10.D and 3.10.E contain adequate
measures to allow control rod drive removal without SLCS operability.

•

••

•

ATTACHMENT 5
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

Present action requirements for the SLCS allow 7 days of continued reactor operation if a
redundant component is inoperable. Proposed actions for the SLCS separate the provisions
for operational modes 1 and 2 from those of operational mode 5. In operational modes 1
and 2, with one subsystem inoperable, 7 days is allowed to restore the inoperable
equipment or the plant is required to be placed in at least Hot Shutdown within 1 2 hours.
In operational mode 5, the SLCS is not as likely to be required to perform an accident
mitigation function as in operational modes 1 or 2 since only 1 control rod can be
withdrawn when refueling interlocks are active. Therefore, for operational mode 5, 30
days is allowed to restore an inoperable subsystem or all insertable control rods must be
inserted within the next hour. If both SLCS subsystems are inoperable, in operational
modes 1 and 2, at least one subsystem must be returned to operable status within 8 hours
or the reactor is to be in hot shutdown in 12 hours. In operational mode 5, all insertable
control rods are to be fully inserted within 1 hour.
The present Surveillance Requirements (SR) for the SLCS are replaced with STS SR, where
applicable. Present pump monthly runs and verification of flow and head requirements are
replaced with quarterly lnservice Testing provisions as approved in the IST Safety
Evaluation Report dated July 25, 1990. These quarterly tests are in use at current
operating plants with standby liquid control systems similar to those at Dresden and Quad
Cities and through use, have adequately demonstrated system capabilities and availability.
Present daily tests to check solution volume and temperature are expanded to also check
operability of the heat tracing circuit. A specific temperature requirement is utilized to
verify the operability of the heat tracing circuit. A temperature of 83 degrees corresponds
to the precipitation temperature of the maximum allowable boron concentration (16.5%)
plus 10 degrees for conservatism. Present monthly tests to determine boron concentration
are improved and expanded to add verification of continuity of the explosive charge and to
verify valve lineups. Present operating cycle tests are replaced with STS testing guidelines
except for testing to verify that heat traced piping is unblocked. Initiation of one of the
loops each 18 months is retained and both loops are tested in 36 months. STS controls
for replacement of explosive charges are implemented instead of present provisions. The
proposed change requires the replacement charge for the explosive valve shall be from the
same manufactured batch as the one fired or from another batch which has been certified
by having one of that batch successfully fired. The present Quad Cities requirement for
disassembly and inspection of explosive valves is deleted since IST and other system
testing with demineralized water provides adequate assurance of valve operability.
Present testing requirements for verifing the heat traced piping between the storage tank
and the reactor vessel is unblocked is retained since system design does not allow
implementation of STS guidelines for the demonstration of all heat traced piping. Present
pump relief valve testing is retained in accordance with STS guidelines. The STS SR
4.1.5.d.4 which requires the demonstration of the operability of the tank heaters by
verifying the expected temperature increase is not adopted. This surveillance is verified
every 24 hours during the daily surveillance check of the solution temperature. The daily
check provides an adequate check on the capability of the storage tank heaters. In
addition, the footnote in the STS which requires that all heat traced pipe be verified to be
unblocked whenever both heat tracing circuits have been found to be inoperable is not
adopted for the same reasons as discussed above. The daily surveillance to verify that the

j
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(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

pump suction piping is within the temperature limitations provides adequate assurance that
the piping will not become inoperable due to blockage.
The present Figure 3.4-2 (Quad Cities) and Figure 3.4.2 (Dresden) are renumbered as
3.4.A-1, Sodium Pentaborate Solution Temperature Requirements. In addition, the present
figure is replaced with a linear figure that is used in the STS and LaSalle County Technical
Specifications. Proposed Figures 3.4-1 (Quad Cities) and 3.4.1 (Dresden) are renumbered
as 3.4.A-2, Sodium Pentaborate Solution Volume Requirements.
The proposed changes to Bases 3/4.4 are made in accordance with the proposed changes .

•

•

•
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PROPOSED TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

•

SLCS 3/4.4.A

3.4 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

4.4 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

A.

A.

Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS)
The standby liquid control system (SLCS)
shall be OPERABLE.

Standby Liquid Control System
The standby liquid control system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

APPLICABILITY:

At least once per 24 hours by verifying
that:

OPERATIONAL MODE(s) 1, 2, and S(a).

a.

The temperature of the sodium
pentaborate solution is greater than
or equal to the limits of
Figure 3.4.A-1.

b.

The volume of the sodium
pentaborate solution is greater than
or equal to the limits shown in
Figure 3.4.A-2.

c.

The heat tracing circuit is
OPERABLE by determining the
temperature of the pump suction
piping to be greater than or equal
to 83°F.

1.

ACTION:
1.

In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2:
a.

b.

•
2.

With both standby liquid control
subsystems inoperable, restore at
least one subsystem to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the
next 12 hours.

In OPERATIONAL MODE S(a):
a.

b.

a

With one subsystem inoperable,
restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 7 days or
be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 1 2 hours.

With one subsystem inoperable,
restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 30 days
or fully insert all insertable control
rods within the next hour.
With both standby liquid control
subsystems inoperable, fully insert
all insertable control rods within
1 hour.

2.

At least once per 31 days by:
a.

Verifying the continuity of the
explosive charge.

b.

Determininglbl by chemical analysis
that the available concentration of
boron in solution is 14% - 16.5%.

c.

Verifying that each valve, manual,
power operated or automatic, in
the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in its correct position.

With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed per Specification 3.1 O.D or 3.1 O.E.
This surveillance shall also be performed anytime water or boron is added to the solution or when the solution
temperature drops below the limits specified by Figure 3.4.A-1.
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SLCS 3/4.4.A

3.4 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

4.4 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

•

•

DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3

3/4.4-2

3.

When tested pursuant to Specification
4.0.E, by demonstrating that the
minimum flow requirement of 40 gpm
per pump at a pressure of greater than
or equal to 1275 psig is met.

4.

At least once per 18 months by:
a.

Initiating one of the standby liquid
control subsystems, including an
explosive valve, and verifying that
a flow path from the pumps to the
reactor pressure vessel is available
by pumping demineralized water
into the reactor vessel. The
replacement charge for the
explosive valve shall be from the
same manufactured batch as the
one fired or from another batch
which has been certified by having
one of that batch successfully
fired. Both injection loops shall be
tested in 36 months .

b.

Demonstrating that the pump relief
valve setpoint is between 1455
and 1545 psig and verifying that
the relief valve does not actuate
during recirculation to the test tank
at normal system pressures.

c.

Demonstrating that the pump
suction line from the storage tank
is not plugged by manually
initiating the system, except the
explosive valves, and pumping
solution in the recirculation path .
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SLCS 3/4.4.A
FIGURE 3.4.A-2
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3/4.4.A

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

The standby liquid control system consists of an unpressurized tank for low temperature sodium
pentaborate solution storage, a pair of full capacity positive displacement pumps, two explosive
actuated shear plug valves, the poison sparger ring, and the necessary piping, valves and
instrumentation. An OPERABLE standby liquid control system provides backup capability for
reactivity control independent of normal reactivity control provisions provided by the control rods.
OPERABILITY of the system is based on the conditions of the borated solution in the storage tank
and the availability of a flow path to the reactor pressure vessel, including the pumps and valves.
Two subsystems are required to be OPERABLE; each contains a pump, an explosive valve, and the
associated piping, valves, and necessary instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow
path. lnoperability of a nonredundant component, such as the tank, affects both subsystems.

•

The standby liquid control system provides the capability for bringing the reactor from full· power to
a cold, xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods can be inserted.
To meet this objective, it is designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentration
of no less than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in less than 100 minutes. This boron
concentration is required to bring the reactor from full power to a 3% ak/k or more subcritical
condition, considering the hot to cold reactivity swing and xenon poisoning. An additional margin
of 25% boron is provide to compensate for possible losses and imperfect mixing of the chemical
solution in the reactor water. This results in an average concentration of 750 ppm of boron in the
reactor core assuming no losses. A net quantity of 3035 gallons of solution at less than or equal
to 110°F and having a 14 weight percent sodium pentaborate (NA2 B100 16 • 1OH 2 0) concentration
is required to meet this shutdown requirement. An additional volume of solution is contained
below the pump suction and is not available for injection. Other equivalent combinations of
increased concentration and reduced volume are also acceptable provided they have considered
required temperatures and net positive suction head.
The specified pumping rate of 40 gpm will meet the above design objective. This insertion rate of
boron solution will override the rate of reactivity insertion due to cooldown of the reactor following
the xenon peak. Two-pump operation will enable faster reactor shutdown for anticipated
transients without scram (ATWS) events. The required minimum flow combined with the solution
concentration requirements are sufficient to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62.
With redundant pumps and explosive injection valves and with a highly reliable control rod scram
system, operation of the reactor is permitted to continue for short periods of time with the system
inoperable or for longer periods of time with one of the subsystems inoperable.

•

Surveillance requirements are established on a frequency that assures a high reliability of the
system. The standby liquid control system is operated by a five-position control switch which
allows single pump operation for surveillance testing. This testing demonstrates the capability of
firing the explosive trigger assemblies, and injects clean demineralized water from the test tank to
the reactor vessel to demonstrate the injection line is not plugged. Locally controlled testing
circulates sodium pentaborate from the storage tank, through one suction line, through a pump,
and back into the storage tank. This is done separately for each system to demonstrate that both
DRESDEN - UNITS 2 & 3
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suction lines are not plugged. The only practical time to test the standby liquid control system is
during a refueling outage. Components of the system are checked periodically and make a more
frequent functional test of the entire system unnecessary. A test of explosive charges from one
manufacturing batch is made to assure that the charges are satisfactory. A continual check of the
firing circuit continuity is provided by pilot lights in the control room.
The two pump operation switch positions will be used for the injection of the sodium pentaborate
into the vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump operation position, the standby
liquid control system will comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62. Comparison of the
initial two-pump test data with initial single-pump test data has verified the capability of the piping
to support two-pump flow. Periodic single-pump test data is compared to the required flow rate
and to the previous test data to identify any significant degradation.
A 10°F margin is included in Figure 3.4.A-1 above saturation temperature to guard against boron
precipitation. Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated in the control
room. Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary significantly unless
more boron or more water is added. Tank level indication and alarms are provided to indicate
whether the solution volume has changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration
change.

•

•

Figure 3.4.A-2 provides additional requirements for minimum solution volume, based on existing
solution temperature and concentration, to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for
two pump operation. It is permissible to interpolate between the temperature curves .
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SLCS 3/4.4.A

3.4 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

4.4 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

A.

A.

Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS)
The standby liquid control system (SLCS)
shall be OPERABLE.

Standby Liquid Control System
The standby liquid control system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

APPLICABILITY:

1.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying
that:

OPERATIONAL MODE(s) 1, 2, and 5<al.

a.

The temperature of the sodium
pentaborate solution is greater than
or equal to the limits of
Figure 3.4.A-1.

b.

The volume of the sodium
pentaborate solution is greater than
or equal to the limits shown in
Figure 3.4.A-2.

c.

The heat tracing circuit is
OPERABLE by determining the
temperature of the pump suction
piping to be greater than or equal
to 83°F.

ACTION:
1.

In OPERATIONAL MODE 1 or 2:
a.

b.

•
2.

With both standby liquid control
subsystems inoperable, restore at
least one subsystem to OPERABLE
status within 8 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the
next 1 2 hours.

In OPERATIONAL MODE 5(a):
a.

b.

a

With one subsystem inoperable,
restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 7 days or
be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours.

With one subsystem inoperable,
restore the inoperable subsystem to
OPERABLE status within 30 days
or fully insert all insertable control
rods within the next hour.
With both standby liquid control
subsystems inoperable, fully insert
all insertable control rods within
1 hour.

2.

At least once per 31 days by:
a.

Verifying the continuity of the
explosive charge.

b.

Determining<bl by chemical analysis
that the available concentration of
boron in solution is 14% - 16.5%.

c.

Verifying that each valve, manual,
power operated or automatic, in
the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in its correct position.

With any control rod withdrawn. Not applicable to control rods removed per Specification 3.1 O.D or 3.1 O.E.
This surveillance shall also be performed anytime water or boron is added to the solution or when the solution
temperature drops below the limits specified by Figure 3.4.A-1.
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SLCS 3/4.4.A

3.4 - LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

4.4 - SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

•

•
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3.

When tested pursuant to Specification
4.0.E, py demonstrating that the
minimum flow requirement of 40 gpm
per pump at a pressure of greater than
or equal to 1275 psig is met.

4.

At least once per 18 months by:
a.

Initiating one of the standby liquid
control subsystems, including an
explosive valve, and verifying that
a flow path from the pumps to the
reactor pressure vessel is available
by pumping demineralized water
into the reactor vessel. The
replacement charge for the
explosive valve shall be from the
same manufactured batch as the
one fired or from another batch
which has been certified by having
one of that batch successfully
fired. Both injection loops shall be
tested in 36 months .

b.

Demonstrating that the pump relief
valve setpoint is between 145 5
and 1 545 psig and verifying that
the relief valve does not actuate
during recirculation to the test tank
at normal system pressures.

c.

Demonstrating that the pump
suction line from the storage tank
is not plugged by manually
initiating the system, except the
explosive valves, and pumping
solution in the recirculation path .
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3/4.4.A

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

The standby liquid control system consists of an unpressurized tank for low temperature sodium
pentaborate solution storage, a pair of full capacity positive displacement pumps, two explosive
actuated shear plug valves, the poison sparger ring, and the necessary piping, valves and
instrumentation. An OPERABLE standby liquid control system provides backup capability for
reactivity control independent of normal reactivity control provisions provided by the control rods.
OPERABILITY of the system is based on the conditions of the borated solution in the storage tank
and the availability of a flow path to the reactor pressure vessel, including the pumps and valves.
Two subsystems are required to be OPERABLE; each contains a pump, an explosive valve, and the
associated piping, valves, and necessary instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow
path. lnoperability of a nonredundant component, such as the tank, affects both subsystems.

•

The standby liquid control system provides the capability for bringing the reactor from full power to
a cold, xenon-free shutdown assuming that none of the withdrawn control rods can be inserted.
To meet this objective, it is designed to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concentration
of no less than 600 ppm of boron in the reactor core in less than 100 minutes. This boron
concentration is required to bring the reactor from full power to a 3% .6k/k or more subcritical
condition, considering the hot to cold reactivity swing and xenon poisoning. An additional margin
of 25% boron is provide to compensate for possible losses and imperfect mixing of the_ chemical
solution in the reactor water. This results in an average concentration of 750 ppm of boron in the
reactor core assuming no losses. A net quantity of 3254 gallons of solution at less than or equal
to 110°F and having a 14 weight percent sodium pentaborate (NA2 B100 16 · 1OH 2 0) concentration
is required to meet this shutdown requirement. An additional volume of solution is contained
below the pump suction and is not available for injection. Other equivalent combinations of
increased concentration and reduced volume are also acceptable provided they have considered
required temperatures and net positive suction head.
The specified pumping rate of 40 gpm will meet the above design objective. This insertion rate of
boron solution will override the rate of reactivity insertion due to cooldown of the reactor following
the xenon peak. Two-pump operation will enable faster reactor shutdown for anticipated
transients without scram (ATWS) events. The required minimum flow combined with the solution
concentration requirements are sufficient to comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62.
With redundant pumps and explosive injection valves and with a highly reliable control rod scram
system, operation of the reactor is permitted to continue for short periods of time with the system
inoperable or for longer periods of time with one of the subsystems inoperable.

•

Surveillance requirements are established on a frequency that assures a high reliability of the
system. The standby liquid control system is operated by a five-position control switch which
allows single pump operation for surveillance testing. This testing demonstrates the capability of
firing the explosive trigger assemblies, and injects clean demineralized water from the test tank to
the reactor vessel to demonstrate the injection line is not plugged. Locally controlled testing
circulates sodium pentaborate from the storage tank, through one suction line, through a pump,
and back into the storage tank. This is done separately for each system to demonstrate that both
QUAD CITIES - UNITS 1 & 2
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suction lines are not plugged. The only practical time to test the standby liquid control system is
during a refueling outage. Components of the system are checked periodically and make a more
frequent functional test of the entire system unnecessary. A test of explosive charges from one
manufacturing batch is made to assure that the charges are satisfactory. A continual check of the
firing circuit continuity is provided by pilot lights in the control room.
The two pump operation switch positions will be used for the injection of the sodium pentaborate
into the vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump operation position, the standby
liquid control system will comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62. Comparison of the
initial two-pump test data with initial single-pump test data has verified the capability of the piping
to support two-pump flow. Periodic single-pump test data is compared to the required flow rate
and to the previous test data to identify any significant degradation.
A 10°F margin is included in Figure 3.4.A-1 above saturation temperature to guard against boron
precipitation. Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are annunciated in the control
room. Once the solution has been made up, boron concentration will not vary significantly unless
more boron or more water is added. Tank level indication and alarms are provided to indicate
whether the solution volume has changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration
change.

•

Figure 3.4.A-2 provides additional requirements for minimum solution volume, based on existing
solution temperature and concentration, to ensure adequate net positive suction head exists for
two pump operation. It is permissible to interpolate between the temperature curves .

•
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EXISTING TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 7
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This technical specification amendment will replace Dresden Technical Specification
section 3/4.4, Standby Liquid Control System that is proposed in conjunction with this
amendment. Section 3/4.4 will be replaced in its entirety with revised pages that combine
the Unit 2 and Unit 3 specifications.
Delete the following pages:

I

•

•

DPR - 19

I

DPR - 25

3/4.4-1

3/4.4-1

3/4.4-2

3/4.4-2

3/4.4-3

3/4.4-3

3/4.4-4

3/4.4-4

3/4.4-5

3/4.4-5

B 3/4.4-6

B 3/4.4-6

8 ').f/1_4-7

B 3/4.4-7

I

•

ATTACHMENT 7
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)
DELETION OF CURRENT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

This technical specification amendment will replace Quad Cities Technical Specification
section 3/4.4, Standby Liquid Control System that is proposed in conjunction with this
amendment. Section 3/4.4 will be replaced in its entirety with revised pages that combine
the Unit 1 and Unit 2 specifications.
Delete the following pages:
DPR - 29

DPR - 30

3.4/4.4-1

3.4/4.4-1

3.4/4.4-2

3.4/4.4-2

3.4/4.4-3

3.4/4.4-3

3.4/4.4-4

3.4/4.4-4

3.4/4.4-5

Figure 3.4-2

Figure 3.4-1
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DRESDEN 2/3 DIFFERENCES
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 8
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

COMPARISON OF DRESDEN UNIT 2 AND UNIT 3
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE
IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES

SECTION 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"
Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Dresden Unit 2 and Unit
3 Technical Specifications to identify any technical differences in support of combining the
Technical Specifications into one document. The intent of the review was not to identify
any differences in presentation style (e.g. table formats, use of capital letters, etc.),
punctuation or spelling errors, but rather to identify areas in which the Technical
Specifications are technically or administratively different.

The review of Section 3/4.4 "Standby Liquid Control System" did not reveal any technical
differences .

•

•

•
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QUAD CITIES 1/2 DIFFERENCES
Technical Specification 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"
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ATTACHMENT 8
(Technical Specification Upgrade Package)

COMPARISON OF QUAD CITIES UNIT 1 AND UNIT 2
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE
IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL DIFFERENCES
SECTION 3/4.4
"STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM"
Commonwealth Edison has conducted a comparison review of the Quad Cities Unit 1 and
Unit 2 Technical Specifications to identify any technical differences in support of
combining the Technical Specifications into one document. The intent of the review was
not to identify any differences in presentation style (e.g. table formats, use of capital
letters, etc.), punctuation or spelling errors, but rather to identify areas which the
Technical Specifications are technically or administratively different.

The review of Section 3/4.4 "Standby Liquid Control System" revealed the following
technical differences:

1.

The required boron solution tank volumes are not identical in the Technical
Specifications. Unit 1 Technical Specifications require a tank volume of 3733
gallons while Unit 2 requires a tank volume of 3321 gallons. Currently, Quad Cities
Station is administratively controlling the Standby Liquid Control tank volumes to be
consistent with the Unit 1 value. Commonwealth Edison identified, following the
approval of the Unit 2 Specifications, that the Unit 2 Technical Specification
submittal did not properly account for the unusable volume which remained in the
tank due to the location of the pump suction. The error is corrected in a proposed
Technical Specification amendment and the change is reflected in this proposed
amendment.

2.

Page 3.4/4.4-5 of the Unit 1 Bases provides the following information:

•

"The Standby Liquid Control System is operated by a five position control switch
(SYS 1 &2, SYS 1, OFF, SYS 2 and SYS 2& 1). The single pump operation positions
are for operating cycle surveillance testing. This testing demonstrates the
capability of firing the explosive trigger assemblies. Also during this testing,
sodium pentaborate is circulated from the storage tank, through one suction line,
through a pump, and back into the storage tank. This is done separately for each
system demonstrating that both suction lines are not plugged. The two pump
operation positions will be used for the injection of the sodium pentaborate into the
vessel during an ATWS event. By using the two pump operation position, the
Standby Liquid Control System will be meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62
(Requirements for reduction of risk from ATWS events for light-water-cooled
nuclear power plants)."
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This information, however, is not contained in the Unit 2 Bases. This information is
applicable to Unit 2 since the Unit 2 Standby Liquid Control System is essentially a
duplicate of the Unit 1 System .
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EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated this proposed amendment and determined that it
involves no significant hazards consideration. According to 10 CFR 50.92(c), a proposed
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility, in accordance with the proposed amendment, would not:
1)

Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated; or

2)

Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated; or

3)

Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated because:

•

•

The proposed changes to Specification 3/4.4 to delete the present Applicability and
Objective sections represent administrative changes to format and presentation of
material. The proposed changes provide the user with a format that will allow
better access to needed information and provide concise Applicability and Action
requirements. The additions of Applicability and Action requirements represent
clarification of intended requirements that do not presently state all required
conditions of operability or provide clearly stated Action statements if the
requirements are not met. The combining of the two sections and the added
requirements follow STS guidelines that are in use at many operating BWRs with
similar design and operating configurations as Dresden and Quad Cities Stations.
The proposed changes to Section 3/4.4 involve the combination of present
requirements into one specification similar to STS provisions. The changes also
implement the Applicability and Action provisions of the STS and later operating
BWR plants that have been evaluated and found acceptable for use at Dresden and
Quad Cities. Present Surveillance Requirements are replaced, where applicable,
with proven STS guidelines that are being used at plants with a system similar to
that at Dresden and Quad Cities. The changes in the present Surveillance
Requirements add testing requirements that are not presently in the Dresden or
Quad Cities technical specifications. The addition of these testing requirements and
the use of IST provisions in the technical specifications helps to ensure operability
when required. The proposed changes do not affect accident precursors and as
such, do not involve an increase in the probability of an accident previously
evaluated. Operability of the SLCS is maintained, as necessary, in all reactor
Operational Modes where control rods can be withdrawn. Allowed out of service
times for inoperable components and other Action provisions follow STS and later
operating BWR plant requirements with a SLCS similar in design to that at Dresden
and Quad Cities. The proposed changes to the Surveillance Requirements
implement testing frequencies for the SLCS pumps in accordance with proven
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lnservice Testing provisions, delete unnecessary testing of redundant components
and add STS testing requirements. Since the proposed changes to the SLCS
Technical Specifications implement requirements that have been demonstrated to
provide acceptable operability provisions at other facilities with a SLCS design
similar to that at Dresden and Quad Cities, the proposed changes do not
significantly increase the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
The proposed changes do not alter the intent of existing setpoints or accident
assumptions and follow existing requirements at other operating BWRs for
operability and Action statements. Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

The proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated because:

-.

.

The proposed administrative changes to the format and arrangement of material do
not affect technical requirements or assumptions of any potential accident and;
therefore, cannot create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any previously evaluated .
The proposed addition of Applicability and Action requirements enhance the
understanding and usability of the Technical Specifications and thus represent an
improvement over present specifications. New requirements are modeled after
those in use at operating BWRs and do not represent requirements that will
adversely affect potential accident analyses or assumptions. Therefore, the
proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any previously evaluated.
The proposed changes to the SLCS do not change the assumptions of the accident
or transient analysis concerning required operability of the SLCS. The proposed
changes do not implement design changes or modifications to the SLCS system and
thus present operability assumptions are maintained. The proposed changes do not
implement any new modes of reactor operation but do insure that SLCS operability
is retained, as necessary, in reactor modes where control rods can be withdrawn.
The proposed changes do not affect any accident precursors.
The proposed changes maintain SLCS operability within the assumptions of the
present accident analysis and therefore, there is no possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

•

The proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety
because:
·
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The proposed administrative changes to format, arrangement of material,
clarification of requirements and other non-technical changes do not affect any
safety aspects of the plant and as such can not involve a significant reduction in
the margin of safety.
The proposed changes to the SLCS specification allow implementation of the
reactor Operational Mode terminology as proposed in Table 1-2 on Operational
Modes. The changes will maintain operability of the SLCS in reactor Operational
Modes where control rod withdrawal is possible. The proposed changes recognize
the greater importance of SLCS operability in Operational Modes 1 and 2 as
opposed to Operational Mode 5 and thus the Action provisions allow for a longer
out of service time in Operational Mode 5 for inoperable redundant components.
The changes to the Surveillance Requirements implement the quarterly pump flow
and head measurement provisions of the lnservice Testing program instead of the
present monthly pump testing, delete unnecessary testing of redundant
components and add STS testing provisions. The quarterly pump tests are being
used at later operating BWR plants and have demonstrated the ability to maintain
system operational readiness. Since the proposed changes maintain at least the
present level of system operational readiness, they do not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety .
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT STATEMENT APPLICABILITY REVIEW
Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed amendment against the criteria for the
identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental assessment in
accordance with 10 CFR 51.20. It has been determined that the proposed changes meet
the criteria for a categorical exclusion as provided under 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). This
conclusion has been determined because the changes requested do not pose significant
hazards consideration or do not involve a significant increase in the amounts, and no
significant changes in the types, of any effluents that may be released offsite.
Additionally, this request does not involve a significant increase in individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure. Therefore, the Environmental Assessment Statement is
not applicable for these changes .
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ATTACHMENT 10
APPLICATION OF GENERIC LETTER 87~09
REVISION TO SPECIFICATION 3.0.D

The Dresden/Quad Cities Technical Specification Upgrade Program has implemented the
recommendations of Generic Letter 87-09. Included in these recommendations was a
revision to Standard Technical Specification 3.0.4 for which these stations had no
corresponding restriction. Under the proposed Specification, entry into an operational
mode or other specified condition is permitted under compliance with the Action
requirements. Indicated below is the method of implementation for this recommendation
for each Action requirement in this package.
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PROPOSED
TECH SPEC

ACTION

APPL.
MOD Es

CONT.OPS IN
APP. COND?

CAT

3.4.A

1.a

1, 2

7 days

No

1.b

1,2

8 hrs

No

2.a

5

30 days

No

2.b

5

1 hr

No

CLARIFICATION

